
Analysis of Retinotopic Maps in 
Extrastriate Cortex 

Two new techniques for analyzing retinotopic maps
arrow diagrams and visual field sign maps-are dem
onstrated with a large electrophysiological mapping 
data set from owl monkey extrastriate visual cortex. An 
arrow diagram Ivectors indicating receptive field cen
ters placed at cortical coordinates) provides a more 
compact and understandable representation of retino
topy than does a standard receptive field chart (accom
panied by a penetration map) or a double contour map 
(e.g.• isoeccentricity and isopolar angle as a function 
of cortical x. v-coordinates'. None of these three rep
resentational techniques. however. make separate ar
eas easily visible. especially in data sets containing 
numerous areas with partial, distorted representations 
of the visual hemifield. Therefore. we computed visual 
field sign maps Inon-mirror-image vs mirror-image vi· 
sual field representation) from the angle between the 
direction of the cortical gradient in receptive field ec
centricity and the cortical gradient in receptive field 
angle for each small region of the cortex. Visual field 
sign is a local measure invariant to cortical map ori
entation and distortion but also to choice of receptive 
field coordinate system. To estimate the gradients. we 
first interpolated the eccentricity and polar angle data 
onto regular grids using a distance-weighted smooth
ing algorithm. The visual field sign technique provides' 
a more objective method for using retinotopy to outline 
mUltiple visual areas. In order to relate these arrow , . 
and visual field sign maps accurately to architectonic 
features visualized in the stained. flattened cortex. we 
also developed a deformable template algorithm for 
warping the photograph-derived penetration map using 
the final observed location of a set of marking lesions. 
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Over half of the neocortex in primates consists of vi
sual areas. many of which are retinolOpicalIy orga' 
nized (for reviews. see Fdleman and Van Essen, 1991; 
Kaas and Krubitzer. /991: Sereno and Allman, 1991). 
Th~ region of cortex involved. howevt:r. is large. and 
there is substantial \'ariabilitv among specks and 
among individual animals of a specit:s. Even well-<.lt:
tined areas like primary visual cortt:x (VI) and tht: 
middle temporal area (MT) show variability in their 
location. shapt:. size. and appearance (on MT in New 
World monkeys. see. e.g.. Toolell et al.. 19H<;: Fiorani 
t:t al.. 19H9). Since the majori~' of visual areas are not 
!(raced with the convenient suite of easilv distinguish· 
able fearures that characterize VI and MT (e.g.. prom· 
int:m mydoarchitectonic borders. nearly complett:. 
not-too-<.lislOrted. topological maps of tht: hemiretina). 
it has proved qUite difficult to define their boundaries 
convincingly. Several differt:nt naming schemes have 
pt:csisted for a number of tht: areas beyond VI. V2. 
and '\1T. 

Visual areas in the cortex are ideally defineu on the 
basis of convt:rging criteria (Allman and Kaas. 19"71. 
19""4. 197 <;. l'r6: Van Essen. 19H<;). These include '11

suotopic o~anization. architectonic features. connec
tion patterns. and physiological propertit:s. It is virtu
allv impossible. however. to Ilbtain detailed 
int<>rmatlon about all of these criteria tilr multiple \'1

sual areas in a single animal. In the follOWing report. 
we have focused on the first twO criteria-visumopy 
and architectonics. Bv concentrating on obtaining 
large numbers of recording sites in each animal. we 
have been able to delineate much more clt:arly tht: 
complex and variable mosaic of visual areas in primatt: 
dorsal. latt:ral. and vt:mral extrastriate cortex. 

In the prest:m article. we bt:gin by uescribing our 
techniques for recording visual receptive tit:lds from 
a large number of locations in each animaL In tht: pro
cess of analvzing these large data sets. it becamt: clt:ar 
that the standard technique tbr illustrating retinorG
py-a numbered pent:trarion sitt: chart with corre
,pulluingl\ Illlmhered rect:pll\t: lidd charts- .... a~ 
much tm> unwieldv to handle multiple. partial visual 
tit:ld rt:presemations involving hundreds of sites. We 
nt:eded [0 tind a tractable way [0 view the entire data 
~et tt)r a ~ingle animal. not the It:ast to avoid the tt:mp
tation to extract the small portions of the data set that 
can often be found to suppOrt a simple SLOry: 

We describe two new methods for representing 
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large retinotopic mapping data sets in an interpretable 
way-arrow diagrams and visual field sign maps. We 
first illustrate conventional numbered receptive fieldl 
penetration plots and then show how arrow (vector 
field) diagrams make it possible to view the same data 
set, much more compactly and understandablv. Sec· 
ond. we describe a deterministic distance·weighted al
gOrithm for interpolating receptive field eccentricirv, 
angle. and diameter data onto regular grids so that we 
can generate isoeccentricity, isopolar angle. and iso· 
diameter contour plms, Third. we describe how to 

make a visual field sign map (local mirror·image vs 
non-mirror-image transformation of the visual field) 
from the interpolated isoeccentricity and isopolar an· 
gle grids. This technique brings om relations that are 
often subtle in an arrow diagram and completely 
opaque in a raw receptive field plot, Finallv, we de· 
velop an iterative algorithm for warping an x-y pen· 
etration map derived from a recording photograph 
ontO the stained, physically flattened cortex using 
marker lesions. This allows us to align our mapping 
data more accurately with anammical landmarks, 

The overall picture of retinoropy in primate extra
striate visual cortex that we arrived at was substan
tially more complex than we had antiCipated, In a 
forthcoming companion article we use the techniques 
developed here to analyze retinotopy and architecton· 
ic features of dorsolateral extrastriate cortical areas in 
the owl monkey. A detailed discussion of the 600+ 
point case illustrated here will be contained in that 
report, In a third companion article we will examine 
ventrolateral extrastriate areas in the owl monkey, 

Portions of this work have been presented in ab
stract form (Sereno et al.. 1986. 198-, 19(3) 

Materials and Methods 
The analytical techniques described in this article 
were developed in the course of a long series of' 
chronic and acute e1ectrophysiological mapping ex
periments on anesthetized owl monke\'s L40tllS tri· 

l'irgatus), They will be demonstr.lted by a single. ex· 
tensive acute mapping experiment, which is 
described below, Our chronic mapping procedures 
and variations in our acute procedures will be de
scribed in the forthcoming companion articles, 

Acute Mapping Experiment Procedures 
The animal was deeply anesthetized and a large cra· 
niotomy made. A rod was cemented to the skull using 
several small stainless steel bone screws and Grip den· 
tal acrylic cement under full aseptiC conditions to al· 
low the animal's head to be fixed without pressure 
points. The animal was POSitioned for recording in the 
natural crouched resting posture of the owl monkey 
ill ;l ~pt:c.:ially dt:signt:d monkey chair (owl i1lonk<:YS 
lack ischial callosities and cannot sit comfortably for 
extended periods on a standard macaque monkey 
chair), The animal was tilted somewhat to keep the 
surface of the cortex close to horizontal. The dura was 
retracted and the cortex was covered with a pool of 
warm sterile silicone oil. The vascular pattern of the 
exposed cortex was then photographed. The animal's 
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body temperature was monitored with a rectal probe 
and maintained with a warm water pad, and the ani· 
mal was given 5% dextrose in saline intravenously to 
prevent dehydration, Care was taken to express urine 
accumulated in the bladder. Anesthesia was main· 
tained with additional doses of ketamine (3-5 mg/kg/ 
hr. i.m.. or as needed to suppress muscular or heart 
r.He response to stimuli). The depth of anestheSia of 
the lin paralyzed animal was monitored continuously 
by the person manipulating the electrode, Trillupro· 
mazine was given initially (3-6 mg/kg, i.m.) and after· 
ward in smaller doses at 10-1'; hr intervals (2 mg/kg, 
i.m.) because of its longer resident time, Trifluproma. 
zine potentiates the effects of ketamine. The animal 
monocularly viewed a translucent. dimly back·lit plas· 
tic hemisphere 28.5 c.:m in diameter (10 of visual angle 
equals'j mm along hemisphere surtace) that was cen· 
tered on the open contralateral eve, 

A stepping motor microdrive was positioned in the 
x-y plane with a manual micromanipulator while ob· 
serving the brain surface through a dissecting micro· 
scope, Each electrode penetration was first marked on 
the enlarged photograph (20X) of the vascular pat· 
tern on the cortical surface with the electrode tip 
touching the pial surfu.ce. A glass-coated platinum-irid. 
ium microelecrrode with lO--HllJ..m tip exposures was 
then driven perpendicularly into the cortex with the 
stepping motor microdrive (designed by Herb Adams, 
California Institute of Technology) to depths of ap· 
proximately 700 IJ..m, Up to 2'; penetrations per mm~ 
were made in regions where receptive field position 
changed rapidly. The x. y·location of a recording site 
as marked on the cortical surfu.ce photograph is sub· 
jt:ct to small errors due to difficulties in triangulating 
f'rom blood vessel landmarks in the mic.:roscope image, 
However, since the smallest vessels on the pial surface 
are n'pically separated by onlv 100-200 IJ..m. location 
errors were probably restricted to within a ';0 IJ..m 
radius of the true location in the x-v plane, With these 
techniques. it was possible to record more than ()(}() 
receptive fields in one very long session (';lO hr), Small 
e1ectrophysiological lesions (10-20 IJ..A for 10 sec) 
were made before the end of the experiment to iden· 
tify individual recording sites, 

Visual Stimuiatiorl 
The cornea was anesthetized with a long acting local 
anesthetic.: (0.""% dibucaine HCI dissolved in contau 
lens wetting solution). The pupil was dilated with Cv
dogyl ( 1%). A thin ring machined to the c.:ontours nf 
the large owl monkey eve was then cemented to the 
margin of the anesthetized c.:orne:l with a small drop 
( - 10 IJ..I) of Histoacrvl cyanoacrylate tissue cement, 
\n appropnate contact kn:, wa:, placed O\'er tile c()r
nea (the diameter of the ring was slightly larger th:ln 
the contact) [() prevent drYing during the c.:ourse of 
the experiment and to bring the eye into t()Cus. This 
technique provides excellent "tabilin' because of' the 
large size of the owl monkey eye and the poor me· 
chanical advantage of' the posteriorly inserting eve 
muscles in this nocturnal animal. ParalysiS is thus 
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avoided making it easier to monitor and maintain the 
anesthetic state of the animal. 

At the beginning of the experiment. the blind spot 
and four other widely separated retinal blood vessel 
landmarks were plotted on the plastic hemisphere by 
backprojecting their images with an ophthalmoscope. 
These landmarks were checked repeatedly during the 
experiment. Gaze remained fixed to within the accu
racy of our backprojection technique (== 1°) for the 
duration of the 90 hr experiment. .\1any points around 
the circumference of each receptive field were tested 
carefully [Q determine its extent using backprojected 
light and dark spots. bars. and texture patterns while 
listening to an audio monitor. We plotted the position 
of the response field for single neurons or small clus
ters of neurons. The hemisphere was dimly lit to avoid 
spurious responses due to light scatter. Receptive 
fields and retinal landmarks were copied onto tracing 
paper made into a hemisphere by small. taped radial 
folds after every 30-;0 had been ploued so that we 
could clear the plastic hemisphere to avoid confusion. 

Histology and Cortical Flat-Mounts 

., 

At the end of the experiment. the animal was deeply 
anesthetized with Nembutal (100 mg/kg, i.v.) and per
fused through the heart with buffered saline. We im
mediately removed the unfixed brain and physically 
tlauened the cortex (Olavarria and Van SJuyrers. 1985: 
Tootell et al.. 1985) by gently dissecting away the 
white matter with dry Q-Tips. In the later stages of 

1 this process. the cortex was supported, pial surface 
,~ down. on moist filter paper. A cut in the fundus of the 

calcarine sulcus and two smaller cuts in the cortex at 
the anterior ends of the sylvian sulcus and the supe
rior temporal sulcus were made to allow the cortex 

.~ to lie tlat. It was held in fixative without sucrose be
tween large glass slides under a small weight for sev

, . 	 eral hours (sucrose tends to cause the tissue to slip 
out from between the slides). The tissue was kept free 
t1()atin~ in fixative overni!!ht. and then soaked in ."()'Y., 

sucrose solution the follOWing day. 
The flattened cortex was sectioned in one piece 

•• parallel to cortical laminae at 50 iJ.m on a large freez
ing microtome stage. A built-up block of ice was first 

, ~ shaved flat with the microtome knife. The tlattened 
cortex was held on the underside of a mOistened glass 
slide and then attached. pial surface down. to the cut 
ice surface with a thin coat of Tissue-Tek compound. 
Overl\' rapid initial freezing of the tissue can trap 
pockets of air in between the ice and the tissue. DUr
ing sectioning. the knife often lifts these regions from 
the block. destroying them as it cuts deeply into the 
tissue. To avoid this, the block temperature was first 

I 

, ~ 
raised to approximately -\ Soc: this provides ;-10 sec 
to exclude air bubbles bv prc3sing and tapping on tile 
overlying slide while the tissue freezes. With tech
nique. it was often possible to recover every section. 
including the most superficial. which contains mainly ·~ 
hlood \·essels. B\' aligning this section with deeper sec

, ) tions using radial blood vessels. it was possible to draw 
additional correspondences between the stained tis

, ) sue ami the penetration photograph. Every section 
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Figure 1. Seven receptive field parameters. The location of the recording sile 
is measured from the penetration photograph lx, yI, the center of the recep· 
tive field is defined by its eccentricity and angle Ir, til, and the receptive field 
shape is parameterized by the length, width, and angle of the best·fitting 
ellipse 1/, w. <1>1. An arrow diagram Isee Figs. 5, 61 is constructed by placing 
a sealed copy of the arrow from the center of gaze to the receptive field 
center (thick arrow! at the x. y-posltion on the cortex from which that re
ceptive field was recorded. A receptive field on the horizontal meridian of 
the left hemifield is conventIOnally labeled with an angle of 0". 

was stained using the Gallyas ( 1979) techmque after 
drying mounted sections in air for 2 d (longer delays 
result in light. irregular staining). 

Digitization of Cortical Sites and 
Receptive Fields 
Electrophysiological lesions made during the course 
of the experiment were first located in individual sec
tions. A properly scaled and warped (see Results he
low) copy of the surface penetration map was then 
superimposed on photographs and drawings of the 
llattened and staineu sections lIsing the marker le
sions. 

We found that receptive fields at all levels in ex
rrastriate (.'ortex are ~enerall\' mudl hetter approxi
mated by an ellipse than a circle or rectangle. There
fore. a total of seven numbers were obtained for each 
named receptive field: the location of the recording 
site on the cortex (x. y) (obtaineu as described above). 
and then the eccentricity (r) and angle (0) of the re
ceptive field center relative [0 the center of gaze. and 
the length (I). width (tI'), and angle (cb) of the recep
tive field ellipse (see Fig. I). The receptive field co
ordinates were digitized by placing individual hemi
spherical paper data sheets back onto a spherical 
polar coordinate system drawn onto the plastic hemi
sphere. The center of gaze was placed at the ":'Ilorth 
Pole" of the spherical polar coordinate system, in con
trast to the "equatorial" location of the center of gaze 
in the :,chcllIc <II Tu:,a cl ;.II. ( \ 'rH). I'ladng the center 
of gaze at the North Pole results-after the hemifield 
has been tlattened (see below)-in a polar coordinate 
system (d. Allman and Kaas. 1971). By contrast. an 
<:quatorial ..:cnter of gaze results. after tlattening, in a 
..:urvilinear coordinate system that approximates a 2D 
Cartesian coordinate svstem near the center of gaze. 
Polar coordinates (r, 0) are more natural for describing 
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Figure 2. Receptive field plots from three penetralion rows across the pos
terior dorsolateral area, Olp. Receptive fields are digitized on a nemlsphere 
but Illustrated on a flattened representation of tne hemifieid. Receptive fields 
can be drawn to preserve thelf true areas l1ehl or be drawn "fiat-corrected" 
to preserve their true overlap and accurateiy represent their boundanes rei
alive to the flattened hemlfield irighll. The transformation of the vlsuai field 
shown here preserves distances In the radial direction ieccentncityi but re
sults in a magmfication of distances In a circumferential direction that grad
ually Increases With eccentricity Ireachlng "i2 at 90° eccentriCity!. Subse
quently, we Illustrate flat-corrected receptive fieids Ibut use actual receptive 
lield areas for calculaling magnificatIOn factorsi. Tne sequence of penetra· 
tions In a row is illustrated impliCitly here by Ihe overlapping of opaQue 
receprtve fields. while the three parallel rows of penetrations across the 
cortex are indicated by differentlv shadmg the receptive fields from the tilf· 
lerem rows, 

primatt: rt:tinotopv than Cartt:~lan <:oof(.iinart:s (x. y) 
~in<:t: magnification fa<:tor ( plottt:d in the Visual field) 
is approximatdy rotationally wmmt:tri<: around tilt: 
ct:ntt:r of gazt:. 

C()mplltt:r progf"Jms I av;ulahle 1)\ request and I)\' 
anonvmous fip; set: hdow) convt:rted tht: rt:<:t:ptivt: 
tidd data fiks (ASCII tahks) into fivt: kinds of Post
Saipt fiks: rt:<:t:ptivt: field <:harts. numbt:rt:d pt:nt:tra
tion charts. arrow diagrams. intt:rpolatt:d isot:cct:ntri<:
ity-isopolarangle-isodiamt:tt:r maps. and visual field 
sign maps. For cases that wt:rt: tlat-mounted. a ddorm
abk tt:mplate algorithm was first used to strt:tch tht: 
x. \'-Iocations takt:n from tilt: photographt:d pt:nt:tra
tion map according to the final lo<:ation of ksiolls. 
gt:nt:rating a sixth kind of PostSuipt filt: illustrating 
stages in the dd(}rmation of the Startlllg grid. Thest: 
PostScript tiks wt:re directlv pastt:d into Adobt: ILUS

l'RATOR on tht: :-.It:XT computer and annotated to make 
tht: figures. 

For convt:nicnce. tht: angk of tht: rt:ceptivt: fidd 
center is measurt:d in a c1ockwist: direction starting 
from the kfi horizontal mt:ridian (the anglt: of the 
ellipst: is trt:att:d similarly); thus. a rect:ptive field in 
the uppt:r kfi visual quadrant will havt: an angk bt:
twet:n ()o and 90°. whilt: a rt:ct:ptivt: tidd in the lowt:r 
left visual quadf".lI1t will havt: an angk ht:twt:t:n ()O and 
-900 (st:t: Fig. I), 

Results 

Receptive Field Cbarts 
A numbt:rt:d rt:<:t:ptive fidd chart (in visual hemilkld 
coordinatt:s) a<:companit:d by a <:orrt:spondingly num· 
bt:red pt:nt:tratioll chart (in <:ortical surface coordi
natt:s) is the most stf"Jightforward wa\' to iHustratt: tht: 
retinotopic organization of visual cortex. Sinct: wt: 
plottt:d and digitizt:d rect:ptivt: fidds on a spht:rical 
surfact:. tht:rt: is unavoidabk distortion when rt:pre
st:nting tht:m on a tIattt:nt:d visual ht:mifit:ld. Tht: tlat 
l1t:mitidd <:hart wt: llSt: reprt:st:nts radial distanct:s 
(from the <:t:ntt:r of gaze) faithfull\'. but strt:tche, dis
tan<:t:s in a circumfcrt:ntial dirt:<:tion as one movt:s 
Jwav from the <:t:nter of gazt:: it is as if tht: ht:mispht:rt: 
has ht:t:n tlattent:d bv introducing innumt:f".lbk <:uts 
rJdiating from tht: centt:r of gazt: point (while kt:t:ping 
tht: vt:rti<:al mt:ridian straight), Tht: cir<:umtert:ntial 
strt:tching inht:rt:nt in tht: tlattt:nt:d coordinatt: sy!itt:m 
rJngt:s from no distortion at tilt: et:ntt:r of gazt: up to 

a lint:ar magnification ()f TIll (-I. :;:X) at 90° t:cct:n
tri<:itT, Each rt:ct:ptivt: fidd wa:> tllerdort: "tlat-corrt:ct
<:d" on tht: planar visual fidd map bv strt:tclling it in 
:1 circumtt:rt:ntial dirt:ctiol1 a:; a fun<:tion of its e<:ct:n· 
trieitv. Rt:<:t:P£1Vt: tidd (Jvt:r1ap is rt:prest:ntt:d faithftlllv 
with thi:; ~v:;tt:m. but tilt: art:as of pt:ripllt:f"JI rt:ct:ptivt: 
tidds appear largt:r than tht:\' a<:tuallv art: (st:t: Fig. 2), 
Trut: rt:<:eptive field dimt:nsions wert: ust:d for bodi
amt:tt:r UlIlWUf plots. 

I'ur :-.mall Ilumbers or I'e<:eptlvt: ndds ( I O---tO) :111 

rt:corded from a single art:a with small rt:ct:ptivt: fidds 
;md an undistortt:d map Oikt: VI). the simp!t:st wa\' to 

t:xamint: and prt:st:nt the data is to df"JW tht: rt:ct:ptivt: 
fidds (or thdr ct:nters) on a ht:mifidd chan. and tht:n 
numbt:r tht: rt:ct:ptivt: tidds so that tht:y can ht: 
matcht:d up with similarlv numbert:d pt:nt:tration 
poims on a drawing of tht: brain, Visuowpy can bt: 
displavt:d mort: intuitivdv in slich a rt:cepti\·t: field 
<:hart through tilt: use of ovt:rlapping and shading, Tht: 
~t:qut:n<:t: of recepth·t: fidds from a tf"Jck across a vi
sual art:a can he indicatt:d by tht: pattern of ovt:r1ap
plOg of opaque rt:<:t:pti\'t: tield ellipst:s while st:vt:f"JI 

Figure 3, 'nadequacy of a receptive field plot With many data POlOtS, When many! ·.. 6001 receotlve fields are plotted, the diagram becomes too nusy tor anything 
but a general demonstration of ~aw the cortex samoles the Visual hemltield, In A. transparent receotlve fields result In an Impenetrable nest of lines as one 
3Doraz:~=s t~,e center of gaze. In e, ~oaQue receotlve fields have been sortea b'l iengtn of cheir long ,XIS, ~andomlv snadea, and drawn In oraer of desceemng 
size to onng out receplive fie ids at tne center of gaze lat the expense of those In Ihe oenpneryl, Cleany, the data neeo to be brOKen IntO subsets that can oe 

.ploneo seoarately, But If this subdivision is to be based on rellnotopy. a better means ot illustrating the entire data set IS reauired; it is nat practical to subdivide 
this oata set by gOing back and forth between tnis diagram and a cnan oi the numoered locatIOns of the recording sites In the cortex Isee Fig. 4), Receptive 
field cenrers connected by lines Inaicatlng penetration rows generate a Similarly coniusmg lumble Inot shown I, 
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Figure 4. Penetration sites In parietal cortex that generated the receotive fields shown in Figure 3. These were digitized from Ihe exposed cortex photograon on 
which the penetration Slles were marked dunng the expenment The iocations or the oenetratlons ana the eage oi the cranIOtomy are also shown in the mser 
at the lower left. The postenor-[O·anrenor rows of penetrations trenoed somewhat medially ana so the penetration chart and the mser were rotated in thiS ano 
the foi/owing ligures to align penetration rows with the page horizomallo make arrow diagrams easier to mterpret. The sylvlan SUlCUS ano the superior temaoral 
sulcus are marked by thick lines. the /OODS ind,cate where the postenor enos oi these suitl come to the surface as snailow dems. 

differem par-lIleI tracks across an area can be distin field centers connected bv penetration row line~ b 
guistH::d hy differem shades. ob\'iaring the need to re ....quaUv difficult to read). (;i"en that manv area!'> do not 
fer cominually [() a penetration chart (see fig. 2. which represent the emire visual field. it I!'> <.tuite a nonrfl\'ial 
shows three recording tracks across the dorsolarerJI problem to decide which of the thousands of possible 
posterior visual area. DLp). smaller groups of receptive fields constitute a sensihle 

t:nfortunately. these simple procedures become area. There is no easy way 10 do this starting with a 
completely unwieldy when there are many ( 100-6(0) representation like that in figures 3 and -to 

receptive fields. when the receptive fields are large. 
and when several differem represem:uions of the vi· Arrow Dingrnms 
sual hemifield are involved. Each of these factors in To approach the problem of dividing up the cortex 
creases overlapping leading to \'isual confusion. figure into retitlotopically organized areas in a more objec
3.4 shows the result of plotting all the receptive fields tive fashion. we needed to find a wa\' of represennng 
(Over bOO) recorded from the occipital and parietal receptive field mapping data that would allow liS to 

cortex of one cortical hemisphere of an owl monkev plot a large number of data points simultaneoush·. n:t 
un a singk hemifield. figure 38 shows the same data comprehensibl\-. One straightt(Jrward solution is to 11
as in :\A but without labels. and using opaque recep lustrJte the VIsual field location 01 each receptil'e/ield 
tive fields plotted in order of size to make the ~mallt:r e<'llter :I!'> a small arrow placed at the X. v-position on 
receptive fields near the center of gaze visible::. The the cortical surface from which it was recorded (cf. 
corresponding numbered penetration locations are figurine represemations tor somatosensorv maps. and 
~h{)\'vn in figure -t. Such hus,' diagrams can be useful \\ontero et al.. )<T:\. tilr a related dbplav technique). 
for conveying a gener..li impression ot how the \ I:>ual Tile angl<.: and length 01 each arrow represent the: :111

field is sampled by the cortex, but they are of little gle and distance of the receptive tield cemer from the 
use !iJr dividing up the cortex imo multiple visual field center of gaze (nor direction selectivitv). Thus. ape· 
representations (a diagram showing onlv receptive ripherJI recepti\'e field on the horizontal meridian 
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would be represented as a long horizontal arf()\'I.' 
while a receptive field on the upper field vertical me
ridian near the center of gaze would be a short up
ward-pointing arrow. 

This svstem is easv to learn and it allows us to plot 
hundreds of receptive fields on one page. It obviates 
having to look back repeatedly at a penetration chart. 
since the arrow centers themselves are the penetra
tion chart. It is much less time consuming to locate 
reversals. I.Jiscontinuities. and ,'isual topography (or 
lack of it) with this system. '\{ost importantly. it pro
"ides a practical way for the reader to verif')' the de
gree to which the data actually support a particular 
interpretation of where the boundaries of visual maps 
are located. This system could be adapted to represent 
()ther kinds of 20 mapping data (e.g.. somatosenSOIT 
mapping data). 

Figure .:; shows how two kinds of idealized visual 
lreas appear in an arrow diagram. On the left i~ a 
mirror·image representation of the visual field (like 
VI); this appears in an arrow dia~m as a pure shear 
field. On the right is a non-mirror-image representation 
(like V2. but without a split horizontal meridian). This. 
bv contrast. appears as a pure contraction field. These 
idealized areas were arranged so that their vertical and 
horizontal meridians were aligned with the page. The 
upper "isual field arrows are drawn with a thicker line 
than the lower visual field arrows [0 highlight the up
per/lower field distinction. 

Figure () is an arrow diagram of all the data from 
the "ery dense receptive field chart in Figure 3. It is 
now much easier to see systematic changes in recep
ri,'e field location as electrode penetration sequence~ 
pass throu!-\h multiple "isual areas in parietal cortex. 
Since oblique rows of arrows !-\enerate an orientation 
,urround effect that makes it difficult to see true 11Or
izontal or true vertical (relative to the page bound
aries) for an individual arrow. the coordinate svstem 
1)1' the cortex tllr each case was rotated until penetra
tion rmvs were oriented approximately horizontallv. 

For areas sampled by penetration rows oriented 
perpendicular to their vertical meridians. it is straight
tilrward to rotate the cortical coordinate system so 
that the vertical meridian is vertical on the page and 
mirror-ima~e and non-mirmr-image representations 
appear as they do in the idealized areas in Figure .:;. 
\Vith a more extensive map. it becomes impossible [0 

do this simultaneouslv t()r all areas. As the vertical me
ridian of an area assumes different angles with respe<.:t 
to the page (but the individual arrows contlOue to be 
drawn with respect to the page horizontal and page 
vertical to !-\uarantee their context-free interpretabili· 
[\') arrow ridds for both mirror·image and non-mirror
Image areas will acquire rotational components (see 
Fig. -). :'Iion-mirror-image regions can still be distin
guished from mirror-image regions because onl,· 
:mrror-inuge regions contain ~hear components (ti)r, 
malized below). This is a subtle \'isual difference. 
howe\'er. and so we deCided to make explidt maps of 
\'isuaJ field sign. 

Left Visual Field/Right Hemisphere 

mirror-image ___ _ non-mirror ima8e 
area (e_g., V1) , area (e.g., V2 

/// I 
'i- V, J J 
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Figure 5. How mlrror·image and non·mlrror·lmage areas appear in an arrow 
diagram. On the left, amirror-Imaqe representation of the left visual field Hike 
rtght hemisphere VII is illustrated. I! appears as a shear field farrows tangent 
to y ~ mr'l. On the rignr, a non-mirror-image representatton IS illustrated 
Ilike V2. but without a split hOrilontal meridian). It appears. by contrast, as a 
SImple contraction iield rarrows along y = mxl. 

Interpolating Sparse Data onto a 
Regular x-;v Grid 
An arrow diagram faithfully illustrates the discrete and 
:mmewhat nois\' nature of the mapping data. However. 
there is aiso a need for maps interpolated onto a uni
tilrm grid. The!>e can then be contoured and used to 

estimate local Visual field sign (see below). Since there 
are two main coordinates of retinotopy at each point 
in the cortex (eccentridrv. 1; and angle. tj). we need 
to superimpose two contour plots to ilIustr.lte retin
otopy. A third coordinate is the receptive field diam
eter. d. which can be used to estimate the degree to 

which a particuiar region of the cortex smears an im
age. We used a distance-weighted smoothing method 
to interpolate the scattered 1; /). and d data onto uni
t()rm x-y grids (Lancaster and Salkauskas. 199(): Zipser 
and Andersen. 1988). The interpolated "alue ~, at the 
jth grid point was the distance-weighted sum of the 
\·alues. =., of all of the surrounding .v data points. 
scaled bv the sum t>f the weights: 

'" =,U'( 1',,) 

,. (\) 

'" ll'( r,,) 

where the \veight for the ith data POtOr. u'(r,,), was an 
exponential function of the distance r" (in mm) be
tween the ith data point and the jth grid point: 

In /') = t;' ·'-/(1" - E) (2) 

The weight function has a maximum at r = O. that is. 
when a grid point ties exactlv on a data point. This 
maximum height is set by the value of t: (U'mu = E 
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Figure 6. An arrow diagram can compactly Illustrate retlnotopv for many data POints, The same data clotted m Figures 3 ana 4 as a receOlive held clot are shown 
here as an arrow diagram, In aodltion to illustrating the posItIOn of every receplive heid shown In Figure 3. thiS diagram Iilustrates the relative position of every 
cortical recording site Ithe center af eacn arraWl, As In Figure 4 and subseQuent Illustrations, the cooramate system of we COrIex nas been rotated so that the 
penetration rows are hOrizontal on the oage to make It easier to see the aosoiute angle ,01 eacn arrow, 

~o w o"" -'? :c as I; -> 0). \Vith ~mall \'alue:> or I; (I; 

0.0 I), the weight function b tall enough to constrain 
the surtace to pass ~x;lctlv through the data poims, 
The value of a adjusts the shape of the fall-off of the 
weight function with distance: larger values of a more 
strongly emphasize the effect ()f nearby data points, 
Figure HD shows a plot of the weight function //'(n 

for three different values of a \v(th I; held constant (40 

== 0, I), 

With small values of both E (40 0,0 I) and 0: (0: :s 
0.1). Equation I generates a tent-like surface. held lip 
b\' data point .. poles" (this resembles a ll1inimum-"ur
face-tension smoothing. which can be approximated 
!w iter.Hively setting nondata points to tile ;1\'erage ot 

their neighbors). As the value of 0: is inc.:reased (with 
E held t:llIlsrantl. the surface is more influenced \w 

nearbv data points. e\'entlwllv resulting in broad pia· 

teaus "urrounding each d;u:t point with steep signltmJ 
transitions between them. However. with ;,mall values 
of E. ir \vas difficult to find an mtermediate value of a 
thar was sarisfacwry ti)r the entire d;Ha s~c plateaus 
hegan appearing in some parrs of the data ser while 
orher parts still had tents. Bv making I; somewhat larg
er (40 lUll E = Il, \). rhe height of the weight 
function is reL!un:d. which makes the interpolated sur

face "tiHer: it was then possible to !lnd a better com
promise at intermediate values of a, Small valUt:s of a 

I" ~ 11. I ) now n:~l!lt in :1 \'en' ...m()ot h surface. but 
one that IS WO tlr from the data POilU;, (~ee rig, HA). 

l.arge values or u (0: R()) emph'lslle nearhv data 
points and result as before in plateaus passing eX;luly 
through data points with steep sigmoiL! tr.msitions he
tween them (see Fig. He). IntermeL!iate values of 0. (0: 

1,2) now n:sult in a more unitilrml\' smooth surtace 
without tents or plateaus that is. ne\·ertheless. \Tn' 

close to the data points bet: Fig, H/n, Thest: last pa
rameter ~ettings (40 = 0,1. u ~ 1.2) workeL! wdl for 
our data sets. The data points illustrated in Figure HA

r: (as darkened grid ceib) came tro1l1 a rapldl\' chang
illg difliclllt-to~il1lerpolate part <)f the x-v plot l)f Ii 

llt:ar the mIddle of Figure () (tIle entIre dilta set was 
~moothed before extr,t<:ttng this POr£lOIl tilr illustr.l
11( H1 I, 

Isoeccentricity-lsopolarang!e-Isodiameter 
Contour Maps 
Tile resulting interpolated d;t[a for J: Ii, ;tnL! d were 
contoureL! ;tnd shadeL! using the (iMT svstem (Wessd 
:tnd Smith. IlN 1). a free ",oftware package (t<>r ITnix 
svstems) for gent:rating man\' differelH kinds of 
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• 	 POStScript Output maps from ASCII tables (available by 
:lOonvmous ftp from kaiwe.soesLhawaii.edu). The 
GMT system software was also used to generate the 
surface plots of our interpolated data in Figure SA-C. 

Figure 9 shows a shaded contour map of r for the 
case shown in Figure 6. In this plot. the center of gaze 
(small eccentricity) is dark and the periphery is light. 
There is a general tendency in parielal cortex for ec
centricity to increase as one moves rostrally. although 
there are several pockets of small eccentricity rostrally. 
figure 10 shows a shaded contour map of e. also for 
the case from Figure 6. where the lower field vertical 
meridian (-90,,) is dark. the horizontal meridian (O¢) 

is gray, and the upper field vertical meridian (+90") is 
light. The picture of e is quite complex: there are a 
number of representations of the horizontal meridian 
<marked hy thick dashed lines) as well as the upper 
and lower field vertical meridians. 

A map of cortical retinotopy would be obtained bv 
superimposing the two maps from Figures 9 and 10. 
When the data set contains multiple. distorted repre· 
sentations. however. it can be exceedingly difficult to 

read such a map. There are two superimposed sets of 
contours. each with its own labels. and there is no 
easy way to shade both of them at the same time (to 

help indicate the direction in which each set of con
tours is increasing). The fundamental problem with a 
double contour plot is that individual re-representa
tions of the visual field do not stand out in any way. 
Boundaries between visual areas appear on double 
contour plots only as a change in the angle at which 
the rand econtours intersect. The difficultv in read
ing these maps prompted us to look for a hetter wav 
of representing the data. We turned to a map shaded 
hv /ocall'isIWi field sign (non-mirror-image vs mirror
image): the double contour map was retained under
neath t()r reference. 

Visual Field Sign Maps 
For each small portion of a retinotopic cortical map. 
one can calculate the sign of the visual field represen
tation-that is. whether it is a non-mirror·image or 
mirror-image representation of the retina (when 
viewed from the cortical surface). The Visual field sign 
can be determined from the (clockwise) angle. A. be
tween the direction of the gradient in eccentricity. \"1: 
and the direction of the gradient in angle. \" e (see fig. 
11) (the gradients are locally perpendicular to the 
contour lines and point uphill). An angle between [he 
gr.1dient directions Of 71/2 signifies :In undistorted 
(conformal) non-mirror-image representation while :In 
:lngle of 311/2 Signifies an undistorted mirror-image 
representa£ion. Intermediate angles signilV different 
degrees of nonorthogonaliry (nonconformalitv) of the 
\'isual field representation with singularities at () :lnd 
71. where "isual field regions would be mapped (0 

lines of indeterminate visual field sign. A map of visual 
field sign is produced b,· distinguishing A between I) 
and 11 from h. between 11 and 211. The local gradient 
directions in the rand (J maps are estimated from fi
nite differences in the x- and v-directions on the rwo 
interpolated maps. 
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Figure 7. Difficulty of extracting visual field sign from an arrow diagram. 
When the vertical meridian of a cortical visual area is not onented vertically 
on the page, rotational components are added to both non-mirror-image and 
mirror-image representations isince the arrows are always drawn relative to 
the page coordinate system to guarantee their context free interpretability!. 
Since vertical meridians of real cortical areas are often not parallel to each 
other, and slOce penetration rows are often not orthogonal to vertical merid
ians. It can be quite difficult to distingUish these two kinds 01 maps. 

Visual field sign has several attractive properties as 
a local measure of cortical organization. Firs£. since it 
is a relative measure. it is invariant ({) the orientation 
of the retinotopic map on tbe cortex (see Fig. II). 
Second. and somewhat less obviously. visual field sign 
is invariant to rigid transformations of the receptive 
field coordinate system (as would he produced. e.g.. 
hv sliding and/or rotating a sheet of spherical paper 
containing receptive fields over the surface of the 
plastic hemisphere coordinate svstem). This is again 
because of the fact that visual field sign is a relative 
measure: the rand e gradient directions are both 
changed in the same way bv such a transformation. 
Thus. the analysis is completelv insensitive to the 
placement of the center of gaze. the vertical meridian. 
and so on. The only requirement is that the receptive 
fields all be digitized using the same (arhitrary) coor
dinate svstem. 

Figure 12 (top row) illustrates the technique ap
plied to an idealized pair of adjoining Visual areas (like 
those shown in Fig. 5) and a more realistiC. randomly 
jittered pair of areas sampled :lt a density rvpical of 
our experiments (bottom roW). In both rows. the start
ing data are shown in the arrow diagrams at [he far 
lett. Eccentricitv. r. and angle. e. of each of these data 
'ets were then interpolated ontO regular ~rids using 
the distance-weighting function used in Figure BB. 
The resulting rand (J grids were contoured and shad
ed in the middle two panels (top and bottom rows}. 
The rand egrids were then combined to make visual 
field sign maps at the far right (the two contour plots 
are also superimposed for reference}. where non-mir
ror-image representation is shaded dark and mirror-
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Figure 8. Sparse receptive field angle data interpolated onto a regular grid. A-C illustrate a portion of an mterpolateo grid of receptive field angle. !l Iz axisl, as 
a function of cortical position Ix and yaxesl. from the data set shown In figure 6. The location of the data POlflts are markeo bv darkened grid cells. The distance· 
weighting functions used to generate these plots are illustrated in O. The relative effect of nearbv (as opposeD to more distantl data pOlOts on the interpolated 
value of a grid point is Increased as the value of <l in the weighting function lEa. 2) IS increased from A to C. 'n A. the stiff surface IS smooth but tar from the 
data points. In C, the surface passes exactlv through the data points. but shows steep Sigmoid transitions between the amfactua! plateaus that surround each 
data POIfl!. The compromise in Bis smooth, yet still very near the tiata PointS. 

image representation i1j shaded light. The visual fidd 
~ign tel:hnique rel:overs tile major fearures of the two 
adjoining areas. even when they deviate locally quite 
substantially from a conformal map: the eccentricity 
;md angle of each receptive lidd in the data sample 
at the lower left were randomly jiuered :t: .'w0 from 
their ideal locations. Close inspection of the arrow di· 
agram at the lower left reveals a subtle contrast be· 
tween a shearing pattern and a radiating pattt:rn. The 
visual field sign map. by l:ontraSL is much easier to 

read. It also has the great advantage of being insensi· 
tive to ( I) orientation of areas on rhe cortex. and more 
importantlv. (2) receprive field l:oordinare transfor' 
mations (which would. in general. l:hange the length 
and angle of everv arrow). 

Visual Field Sign in Occipitoparietal Cortex of 
Owl.Hankey 
Figure 13 illustr'.ltes a yisual field sign map t<>r the case 
shown in Figure 6. The shading now indicates [he vi· 
'.ual lidd sign (dark is non·mirror·image and light is 
mirror·image). The recording sites are indicated by 
small dots and the lesions bv larger dots. The contour 
plots from Figures 9 and 10 have both been added to 

the figure tbr rererenl:e. Isoel:centridrv contours were 
drawn holder to help distin!!uish [hem from the 1i),!;llt· 
er. dashed isopolar angle contours. As noted above. the 
visual field sign plot is actually a measure of the local 
relation between the two l:ontour maps (angle be· 
tween the steepest uphill directions). This relation. 
however. is very difficult to extract without the ex· 
plidt shading. 

The complexity of the map in parietal l:ortex was 
unexpected. The linear border of an almost coni()r· 
mall\' mapped \'2 (note the almost ortho),!;onal relation 
between the r and II contours) appears at the upper 
left. while the medial border of \IT is just visible at 
the lower right. In between these areas there are manv 
local islands of differing visual lidd sign. It is possible 
to make out several sinuous strips of reversed visual 
field si),!;n that correspond to the multiple areas DLp. 
DU. and DLa identmed (Sereno et al.. 1987) within the 
region originall\' named DL b\' .-\lIman and Kaas 
(1974). There is. however. an unexpected patch of up· 
per visual fidd with the same visual field sign as DLp 
attached directly to lower lield DLp. In addition. there 
appears to be a distinct region of upper fidd repre
sentation just posterior to DLp and anterior to the 
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Figure 9. Shaded contour map of interpolated receptive field eccentncity trl for data from Figure 6. Central to penpneral visual fields are shaded dark fa lignc. 
There is an overall tendency for eccentricity to increase as one moves both medially and anteriorly in occipitopanetal cortex. However. there are several pockets 
Jf cemer of gaze representations at the antenor and medial extremes of parietal cortex. The locations of the recording SHes are shown by the small docs and 
:he marker lesions by the large docs. 

lower visual held representatiOn in \,1 with the ~ame 
visual held sign as V1. There are also several small 
areas directl,· medial [() \1T. The complexity of [ile 
picture is at odds with the usual summary diagrams 
(this case will be discussed in detail in a subsequent 
article). 

We tested [he effects !)f changing [he dbtance
wt:ighted smoothing coefficients. E and 0:. on the vi
sual field sign map shmvn in Figure I >,. The over:tll 
pattern of \'bual held sign and also the pOSition ot the 
\'bual field sign transi{ion~ were quite stable [() 
changes in these par.lmeters. breaking down only 
when the interpolated surfaces were extremely stiff 
(smooth). excessi\'el" tented. or strongly locallv intlu
enced (plateaus with sigmOId transitions) \'\Iith ()\'erh' 
stiff interpolations. smaller pockets of reversed \'isual 
field sign were lost. \'\Iith excessivelv tented smooth
ings. artifactual visual tkld sign reversals :Ippeared 
.lroulHj the tems .It eacn Liata POIl1£. \\ ith strongl\ lo
cally intluenced smoothings. visual field sign bound
aries were artifactually squared up because penetr.l 
tions were sometimes made in rows. These smoothing 

~Irtifact~ were virtually diminated with appropriate 
choices of E and 0:. 

Difficlllty ofObtaining Visual Field Sign from 
Connectional Data 
It should be noted that it is \'erv tlifficult to obtain 
visual field sign maps from corticm:ortical connectional 
data when visual areas (I) are small. (2) are variable. 
(-,) ha\'e db(orteLi represent;ltlOIlS ()I rhe retina. (-t) 

have borders [hat are not architectonically ;Ipparent. 
and (';) have split horizontal meridian representations. 
TIlese. unfortunatelv. are characterbtics ()f most visual 
areas beyond V I, A single injection only establishes that 
there are connections between areas. If the injection is 
near an areal border. a single labeled ti)cus may actuallv 
represent two labeled areas joined bv a congruent bor
tler. There are additional complications if [he inJection 
encroaches lin a horizontal meridian representation 
since this may result in two foci appearing in a single 
target area if the target area's horizomal meridian is 
split (actuallv. since horizontal meridians orren tiJrm 
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Figure 10. Shaded contour map of receptive field polar angle Itil for data from Figure 6. The horizontal mendian is shown in thick dashed lines, upper field 
isopolar angle lines are shown as thin daShed lines. and lower field contour lines are shown as thin dotted lines. The lower field vertical meridian is shaded 
black. the hOrizontal meridian IS gray, and the upper field vertical meridian is white. The most prominent feature IS a long finger of upper field representatIOn 
i/ightl extending almost to the cemer of gaze representation of VI.. The vertical meridian representation of MT is VISible as a dark patCh at the lower right There 
IS a second Idarkllower field vertical mendian representation between MT and the finger 01 uoper field reoresentation. and a third in the anterior medial part 
ot panetal cortex at the upper fight. 

con~ruent bon.h::rs with adjacent areas. each of the two 
foci would likelv reprt:sent two areas). 

Two nearby injections in a single area (away from 
the horizontal meridian representation) establish reti
nowpy (but do nor distin!(uish visual fidd sign) if the 
ra~er label can be positively idemified to be within 
one area. \Vith an llndistorted map. (hree nearb\" non· 
collinear injection~ would sllttice to determine (he vi· 

'llal lield sign of a target area (d. ~lomero. 1,)9". \vho 
made three distinguishable noncoliinear injections in 
rat VI). However. given that extrastriate are'.lS are often 
4uite distorted. it can be difficult to determine the fidd 
~i!(n lIsin!( three points. or even whether or nor the 
pointS are collinear. Fi!(ure 14. f()r example. schemati· 
cally illustrates three labeled fod in two differentl\' dis
torted areas that would. in the absence of other infor· 
matHH!. trrone()u~I\' ~lIgge~t {il;1[ llle ~Irea~ lIaye 
different visual field signs. fbur distingUishable. nearby 
injections all within one area. all avoiding the horizon· 
ral and vertical meridians. would theretore typicallv be 

h12 Ik"nlt{o01C \bo... In F'\Ir:I",n:ut" (·OfTt''X· .... {·reno l't ,11 

required to establish unambiguously the visual field 
sign of the target map. There are no published cases of 
this kind. even for injections into VI. Thus. it can be 
quite hazardous to draw specific conclusions about the 
macroscopic retinotopic org:mization of exrrastriate 
conical areas from current :l.naromical data. Of course. 
anatomical data provide :I great deal of additional in
t()rmation about the :-.pread of local connections. (he 
laminar kkntirv of source and target projections. and 
the tine tangential structure of the projections that is 
much more difficult to obtain using physiological reo 
cording techniques (see. e.g .. Felleman and Van Essen. 
1991: Kisvardav and Evsel. 1992: Salin et al.. 1')92: I.und 
et al.. 1 ')')3). 

Warping tbe Penetratioll .Map to Superimpose 
it Oil tbe FIl.lttelletl• .')tl.lilled (;urtex 

In our acute experiments. the corte." is photographed 
at the start of the experiment and then penetrations 
are marked on the photograph using blood vessels as 
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Figure 11. The local visual field sign IS determined by measuring the jclock
wlsel angle. A. between the eccentncltv gradient Idirection of '711. and the 
receptive field polar angle gradient Idirection of '";" HI An angle of approxi
mately 900 10 < .\ < 'iT) slgmfies a non-mirror-image mapping of the contra
lateral Ileft) hemlfield while an angle of approximately 271r l'iT < A < 2 .. I 
signifies a mlrror·image mapping of the same hemifield. This is a robuS!. 
relative local measure capable of distinguishing non-mirror-image from mlr· 
ror-image regions that IS Invariant to rotation and distortion at local map 
regions. Visual field sign is also !Ovariant to receptive field coordinate trans
formations; to compute it. only the relative pOSition of receptive fieldS must 
be known. 
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landmarks. as described above. TIle x. y·iocations of 
the penetrations are digitized from the photograph 
and can be used to make arrow diagrams. isoeccen· 
u;city/isopoiar angle maps. and visual field sign maps. 
The resulting maps. however. must then be related to 

the stained. tlattened cortex using marker lesions. If 
the tlattening process only involved global scaling (ex
pansion/contraction) and rotation_ it would be a sim
ple matter to superimposc the photograph-derived 
penetration maps on the stained cortex. The physical 
tiattening process. however. involves loall expansions. 
rotations. and shears. Thcreti)rc. we devised a deform
able template technique to !>tretch thc x-y photo
gr.lphic penetration map according to final location of 
lesion control points in the stained tissue. 

The technique works by establishing a mesh with 
~quare cells and then moving each of the vertices of 
the mesh so as to minimize a local energy function. 
£,. The value of £ for the ith vertcx is calculated from 
marker lesion errors and from distances to. and angles 
between. the neighboring ,V vertices (N = -4 cxcept 
for corner and edge points): 

E. = .It(,,~ p[:" ±Itll "m"l] ,
,V 1_' 
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Figure 12. Regular and jittered hemlfield maps analled by arrow diagrams. comour plotS. ana Visual field sign maDs. The top row shows a souare cortical patch 
contaming two Visual areas sharing a vertiCal menman analvzed by four OtHerent tecno/Dues: from left to ngnr. an arrow diagram. a shaded comour olot of 
receplive rielo eccentrlcltv Ill. a shaded contour DIOt oj receDtlve tieid polar angie 1111. ":;0 fmajlv a map at Visual field sign Itne gray ooriler indicates the finite 
.merval over which the graaients used to calculate field s'gn were estimated I. The bottom row shows these four techmques aopned to a jittered. more sparsely 
sampled version of the two areas; this closely approximates the sampling aensltv ano rate of change of receptive field toommates In real data. The interpolation 
and Visual field sign analysis recovers the baSIC form of the two areas at the bottom far rrght. oesplle the fact that the eccentrrc!!), and angle of each receOlive 
::d "':':e t:ger: ;;tterec substz;;!:;:!!v t:c::: !~eir ;c;,;' :~: :J:$1tic~s. T~:; ::::2:;: ::::: ;;'2: :._,} ':=.;:$~~~C:GC ~'i S:ilit;ii~ ~'~f(~1 J ~:IU 0; ;;jiluGIri:'¥- J1uerea x, 1'lwcatlons. 

calcuiatrng the loeal receptive field posmon for eacn at these x. V-pOSlllons uSlOg an MT·like expansion of the center of gaze. ana then randomly jittenng the 
eccentflcitv and angie of the receptive field centers iusing random numbers drawn from a flat distribution of :t: 21r1. The Visual field sign map at the lower rtgnt 
is mucn easier to read than the ecuivalent arrow diagram at the lower left. where fieid Sign IS mdicateo only by a much more subtle Dlstmctian between shearing 
and contracting vector fields. 
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Figure 13. Double contour map with superimposed visual field sign map based on data from Figure 6. The shading now Indicates the visual field sign \dark 
shading is non·mirror-Image and light shading is mirror-Image!. As before. the locations of the recording Slles are shown b'l the small dots and the marker leSIOns 
ov the large dots. The Isoeccentrlcity contours were drawn in thicker solid lines to help distingUish them from the lighter. dashed (uDper field1 and dotted (lower 
field I isopoiar angle contours. The hOrizontal mendian is Indicated by the thick dashed lines. The visual field sign plot emphasizes the local relallon between the 
two contour maps that is very difficult to extract Without explicit shading. The complexity of the maps In parietal cortex was unexpected. There are many local 
siands of differing visual field sign once one moves away from V2 and MT The anterior V2 border Ihorizontal mefldiani appears diagonally at the uDper left. V2 
was adloined anteriorly. and unexpectedly. by an upper visual field representation with the same visual field sign as V2 (non-mlrror-!mage. dark shadIngl. Continuing 
toward the lower right lanteriorly in the cortex!, there IS an area of mirror-image visual field sign (light shading! at the center of the iilustration containing upper 
and lower fields iOLD. dorsolateral posterior areal. Just below this is a sinuous region of non-mlrror-image representation Idark shading! containing only the 
iower Visual field iOU. dorsolateral Intermediate areal. Below this are several discontinuous patches ot lower field. mirror-Image {light snadIngi representation 
lOLa. dorsolateral anterior areal. Finally. the medial border of MT and small portions of the MT horizontal meridian appear at the bottom middle right Idark 
snaamg!. At the far right. near where the horizontal meridian makes an almost complete loop. are a series of small patches of alternating Visual field sign 
containing both upper and lower Visual fields lanterior parietal visual areas. not labeledt. 

The t:nt:r~y function is construt:tt:d from four tt:rms: 
( I) ;1 data term. which measures tilt: diswnce . .1((••", 

ht:twt:t:n tht: current mt:sh pOSition of tht: lesion 
(starting mesh position is takt:n from the recording 
phorogrJph) and the target position Of the lesion on 
the tlartened brJin (this term is set to zero for all hut 
data vt:nict:s): (2) an initial distance term. which mea
~ures deviations of the current distances to neighbor
ing vertices. d .. from their starting length. d'M' 0) an 
ill'erage distallce term. which measure:> deviations of 
tile current dbtances to nelgllhoflng yernces [rol11 tile 

current average distance {O neighboring vertices. d"e; 

and (-n a c()nfonnuli~l' term. which measures devia
tions of the angles. Hi' between successive pairs of 

neighboring \'ertlct:s from 7</2. Thb interpolation 
prohlem b Illore difficult than that ot intt:rpolaung 
receptive lield data. and this technique effectivelv 
builds in more comprehensive prior assumptions. 

The energy function is minimizt:d hv estimating its 
~rJdienr \w tinite differences. At each iterJtion. the en
e.:rgv for en:rv vertex is calculateu ti1r small deviations. 
6. in the x- and y-directions: each vertex is then moved 
1> in the direction of minimum energy. For 6 2;-100 
IJ-m and a ~tarting intervertex distance (mesh cdl size) 
or ;lbolll I 111m. the.: llle~I1 gc:nerath sell led ;mer about 
severJI hundred (randomlv shutIled) updates of each 
\-ertex. The coefficients on the terms in the energy 
function. p, ~. and 'Y. were set to emphasize average 

~14 Q. -',n""""'I(' \111"'" '\1 F\l r:l""rI:lli' (', .rte~ • "'f'n~nn t'{ .11 



dist;4nce and orthogonality over initial distance. This 
generau:s mesh deformations that closelv resemble 
the deformations observed in the physical tlattening 
process as the cortical tissue is lightly compressed be
tween slides prior to fixation. To speed convergence. 
we included a momentum term (which incorporates 
a portion of the previous move into the current 
move). As the mesh settles. the first-order data term 
dominates. forcing the lesions to lie exactly at their 
tlattened brJ.in pOSitions. which simplifies the rinal 
overlay. The final locations of the penetration points 
are calculated by bilinear interpolation using the final 
location of the four mesh vertices that were nearest 
each penetration point in the undeformed mesh. 

:\. deformed mesh calculated using eight identified 
lesion points is illustrated in Figure 1 'i. The stretching 
process is illustrated by drawing the final mesh on a 
large rectangle. which illustrates the initial borders of 
the mesh. and by drawing a line between the initial 
location of each of the -600 penetrations (small open 
dms) and their final. stretched location (small solid 
dots). The initial and starting positions of the lesions 
are indicated by medium-sized open and solid dots. 
and lines. Finally, the initial and target locations of the 
mesh points nearest the lesions (which are used to 

calculate the data term) are shown as large. aml slight· 
Iv larger open circles. The stretched x. y-Iocations 
were used to make the isoeccentricitv. isopolar angle 
maps. and visual field sign maps so that they could he 
accurately superimposed on stained nat-mounts. The 
final mesh appears deceptively undistorted. Close in
!>pection of the starting and ending positions of the 
lesions and recording sites. however. reveals a com
plex pattern of local movement across the cortex that 
would be poorlv approximated by global scaling. ro
tation. and shear. Our technique also works in in
stances where tlattening-induced deformations are 
more severe and more anisotropic. 

Discussion 
.\1ultiple retinotopic maps charJ.cterize tile tangential 
organization of most of the visual half of neocortex in 
primates. Physiological mapping experiments are a 
crucial tool for defining visual areas. No other tech
nique offers as detailed a window on the organization 
of extrastriate cortex in Single animals. The ability to 

examine the organization of visual areas within a sin
gle animal is particularly important given the large 
amount of variability that exists hetween animals of 
the .,ame species. 

In the course of collecting and attempting to ana
I,'ze large retinotopic mapping data sets from owl 
monkey extrastriate cortex. it became quite clear that 
current methods tor representing this kind of data 
'....ere inadequate. In this article. we have presented 
several :malytic techniques-arrow diagrams and vi
sual tield sign maps-that make it possihle to parcel 
visual cortex more objectivelv into different areas on 
the basis of retinoropy. These tt:chniques could be t:x
tended to other modalities characterized by 20 recep
wwpic maps (e.g.. somatosensory cortex). We post
pone detailed discussion of the individual areas 

Visual FJeld Cortical Areas 

retinotopic location spurious indication of 

of three injections opposite visual field sign 
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Figure 14. Difficulty of determinmg visual field sign WIth tracer lnjeCtlOns 
alone. The visual field locatlons of three distlOgUlsnaole tracer mjections are 
dlustrated at tile left. The label In two differently distorted corneal areas With 
the same Visual field sIgn are shown at the right. In the absence of other 
information, a plot of the distribution of the three tracers would spuflously 
suggest that me two areas have opposite visual field sign (i.e.• the triangle 
tormed by in!eelions I. 2. and 3 is reversed in the two areas). Differently 
distorted areas. of course, WOUld cause similar problems With injections clos
er to isoeccenmcity lines. For injections with realiStiC separations, one there
lore typicaily requires four, mutually disnnguishable injections, all aVOiding 
the vertical ana horizontal merrdians, to determine the Visual field sign of an 
.rea anatomlcailv. 

revealed in the case illustrated in detail here to our 
two forthcoming companion articles. 

Definition of a Visual Area 
Most recent reviews of the organization of visual areas 
(e.g.. Fdkman and Van Essen. 1991: Kaas and Krubitz
er, 1991: Sereno and Allman. 1991) illustrate all areal 
houndaries as unit()rm dark lines. Though this makes 
the maps easier to read. it has a strong tendencv to 

downplav the substantial differences in the degree to 

which the various boundaries are supported by con
verging data from retinoropic organization, architec
IOnic teatures. connections patterns. anll phvsiological 
properties. Some visual areas have boundaries that are 
wdl defined and concordant ti)r all of these criteria. 
For example. primarv visual cortex. area VI. in pri
mates (and other mammals) contains a tine-grained . 
relativelv undistorted map of the entire contrJ.lateml 
visual hemifield. The dectrophvsiologically defined 
borders of this map coincide exactly with a very clear 
architectonic and connection-defined border. 

\lost or the 1'i or so other visual areas are not as 
easy to delimit. There are complications even with ar
eas V2 and .\1T. V2 seems (0 contain three intercalated 
representations of the hemifield in at least the thick. 
thin. and interstripes (Rosa et al.. 19HH: Van bsell et 
.LI .. [')90). In \IT. there is a sudden reduction in mve
linatlon in [he representation 01 the visual tield pe
ripherv in hoth owl monkeys and macaque monkeys 
that does not seem to have electrophvsiological or ret
inotopic correlates (e.g.. visual field re-representa
tions) (Allman and Kaas. 19-1: (;attass and (;ross, 
19H I. Desimone and Ungerleider. 19H6). Despite these 
difficulties. however. there is good agreement between 
different methods on the location of suhstantial por
liollS <lr' the [loWers 01 \.!. an<.J .\11. 

Unfortunately. it is much more difficult to define 
unambiguously the borders of most of the visual areas 
beyond V2 and MT in extrastriate cortex. There are a 

('(·rehr.tl CHnt~'X ':n,"ff)I'(" illll! ,. 1 ,'(, $;15 
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Figure 15. Deformed mesh calculated usmg eight Identified leSion POints Idata from Fig, 61. The large rectangie Illustrates the Initial borders ot the mesh, Thin 
lines are drawn between the ,mtiallocatlon of each of the -600 penetrations Ismail open dotsl and the final, stretched location Ismail solid dotsl. The mitial and 
starting pOSitions of the marker leSIOns are mdlcated bv medIUm-sized aaen ano solid dots, and lines, Finally, the lOitial and target locations of the mesn l10mts 
nearest the lesions Iwhich are what are actually used to calculate the data term 1are shown as large, and slightlV larger allen circles, ana lines, Close examination 
01 the starting and final penetration palfs 10 different parts of the diagram reveals a complex pattern of local distortion that cannot be closely approximated by 
giobal rotation anD scaling, 

number of reasons [()r this_ Firsr. the architectonic bor· 
ders of these areas are gener-Jllv much less distim:t 
than those of V I. V2. and ;\1T. Sn:ond. tllese areas often 
contain only partial maps of the visual hemifield or 
even partial maps of one \'isual quadr-Jnt. Third. the 
maps are more distorted than those in V I and -'IT. 
Fourth. responses in these other areas are often more 
leisurdv and more susceptible to anesthetic than re
~ponses in VI. V2. and ;\1T. Fifth, receptive hdds are 
gener-Jilv larger. and therefore take longer to map, Fi
nally. the areas themsd\"es afe often ~maller, Thel>e 
consider-.nions demand a rigurous approach. 

QIlantitative Retinotopic Maps 
Double contour maps have often been presented in 
analyses of retinmop\' (Allman and Kaas. 1 ')-1: Wagor 
ct al.. I,)HO; lJesnllOl1e amI I.ngerleltlCr, l ')t-«) , hOI~II11 ct 
aJ.. 198,); Rosa et at. 1')93). Yet these have r-Jrdy been 
explicitl\, derived by quantitativelv interpolating and 
contouring the data from an individual case. For ex

ample. the extensive mapping studies of Tusa, Palmer, 
and Rosenquist (Tusa et at. 1978. 19"7<): Palmer et al.. 
19""8: Tusa and Palmer, 198()) present a considerable 
amount of the I'"JW mapping data (electrode penetra
tion trJcks illustrated on sections with correspondingly 
numbered receptive held charts) along with summan' 
double contour maps, It would be interesting to :--ee 
quantitativel" interpolated. double contour maps [()r in
dividual cas~s showing the location of the data points, 
To he sure, generating quantitativ~ contour maps is 
more difficult in cats (and macaque monkevs) than in 
<lwl monkevs because of the extensive ).,'yrification of 
tile cortex, ,\ tllOre rigoroLl~ approach would ha\'~ (0 

begin with a computattonal tlatterting of the cortex (see. 
e,g.. Schwartz. 1990: Dale and Sereno. 1993) prior to 

interpolating and contol1nng the receptive held data. 
111 ;llloLiH.:r ~\:I ". C\,tcn~I't: ~llIJit.::> "I r<-'llllow!>, III pn
mate extrJstriate cortex. sometimes only one coordi
nate of rerinmopy (t:ccentricity) was contoured (Gat
tass et al.. 1988: Rosa et aL 1988), 
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The noniterative distance-weighted interpolationl 
smoothing technique presented here provides a ro
bust and straightforward way to interpolate sparse ret
inotopic mapping data onto a regular x-y grid once 
the cortex has been tlauened. These grids (ot' rand 
8) can then be quantitatively contoured. E..'{isting data 
from areas with obvious architectonic borders suggest 
that extrastriate areas vary considerably in size. shape. 
Jnd location. TIle cytochrome oxidase-stained tlat
mounts illustrated bv Tootell et al. (198";), for example, 
show that the surface area of area MT probably varies 
hy almost a factor of 2 in animals with similar bodv 
sizes. Rigorous interpolation and contouring of map
ping data are a crucial step in better understanding 
how the remaining majority of visual areas with much 
less well-defined architectonic borders are organized. 

\1aunsell and Van Essen (1987) presented a quan
titative technique for interpolating sparse receptive 
field data from a single area (MT) onto a regular grid. 
Each grid cell for r (or 8) was set to the average of 
the linearly interpolated r (or iJ) value along lines be
tween all pairs of data points up to ; mm apart that 
passed through that grid cell. Their technique (with 
lines oS :. mm) produces a much stiffer surface glob
ally than our distance-weighted technique does {with 
E = O. l. (l l.2) since it effectively gives equal weiJtht 
{() points that lie within a 6 mm circle (see Fig. !on. 
However. since it smooths much more over local ret
inotopic details such as minima and maxima in rand 
H. which are often important for defining areal hound
aries. it is less suited to interpolating data sets con
taining several small visual areas. In addition. though 
globally stiffer. the Maunsell and Van Essen technique 
produces surfaces that are '()ca/~I' much less smooth 
(since a point contributmg to one grid cell may often 
not contrihute to the neighboring grid cell): these dis
cominuities (which are exacerbated by reducing the 
maximum line length) lead to artifacts when there is 
a need to estimate derivatives (gradients). 

Better Representations of Retillotopy 
Our large data sets made it necessary to find more 
intuitive methods for representing retinowpy. In par
ticular. the standard technique of numbered receptive 
field plots with correspondingly numbered penetra
tion charts proved to be completely unwieldy. Recep
tive field plots are useful once the dara have been 
divided into areas. but we needed to find another way 
of representing the data prior to dividing it up. The 
number of possible subdivisions hecomes verv large 
when there are several hundred recording ~ites. 

We presented two complementary techniques-tlr
mu' diagrams and l·tsualfield sign maps-that make 
it easier (0 parse cortical retinoropic maps visuaU\'. Ar

row diagrams are made bv placing a small arrow 
whose length and angle represent the location of the 
receptive field center at the cortical x. v-location of 
the site from which it was recorded. With this tech
nique. it is possible (0 look at all of the raw data from 
one animal at once. This makes it much easier to look 
for receptive field reversals. and to examine the de
gree to which retinotopy is systematiC. It is also pos

sible to distinguish whether an area has a non-mirror
image representation of the hemifield (like V2) or a 
mirror-image representation (like VI); non-mirror-im
age regions have a radiating pattern while mirror-im
age regions have a shearing pattern (see Fig. 5). Re
versals are much easier to mark on an arrow diagram 
than on a penetration chart because one does not 
have to look up numbers on a crowded receptive field 
chart. Once areal boundaries have been marked. it is 
a much simpler task for the reader to verity the extent 
to which the data suppOrt a particular subdivision of 
the cortex. 

One problem with arrow diagrams is that re-repre
sentations of parts of the visual field sometimes do 
nm stand out clearly, Systematic changes in arrow di
rection (receptive field sequence reversals) signifying 
areal borders can be subtle when these changes are 
nor parallel to penetration rows. A related problem is 
that it can be quite difficult to distinguish non-mirror
image representations from mirror-image representa
tions when the borders of areas are not oriented ver
tically on the page; this is because tilting an area adds 
rmational components to the radiating and shearing 
patterns that characterize these two types of areas 
(this is in turn hecause the arrows themselves must 
always be drawn with respect to the page to give 
them context-free interpretability). These difficulties 
prompted us to look for a more explicit way to mark 
cortical retinotopic maps for visual field sign. 

By plotting the angle between the gradients in re
ceptive field eccentricity and receptive field angle (af
ter interpolating them onto a regular x-y grid). it is 
possible to shade a double contour map with the vi
slIal field Sign-that is. whether the local retinOlopic 
map is a non-mirror-image representation or a mirror
image representation of the Visual fields. TIlis brings 
oU[ a relation between the two sets of contours that 
is equivalent to the radiating/shearing distinction in 
the :Irrow diagrams. The hest-defined interareal 
houndaries in the l'ortex-"lll'h as the bound:u"y be· 
tween V I and V2-are characterized bv a sharp tran
sition in visual field sign. Bv estimating the value of 
the visual field sign at each point in the cortex. it is 
possible to color in entire areas. 

Once we have quantitativelv interpolated and con
toured a data set and calculated a local visual fidd sign 
map. summary diagrams can be made lIsing traditional 
vertical and horizontal meridian symbols {rows of cir
des and thick dashes}. It is important to point out that 
these symbols mav be somewhat misleading. however. 
since manv of the visual fidd sign t!,;lnsltions oc<.:ur at 
some distance from the n::rtical and hori:r.ontal merid
ians (see. e.g.. Gattass et al.. 1(88). 

USing Vi.lmal Field Sigll to Define 
Cortical Areas 
The traditional definition of a visual area on the basis 
of retinotopy was that an area contained a retinotopic 
map. As more detailed experiments were carried out. 
it became clear that many areas did not have a map 
of the entire visual hemifield. Many areas were tbund 
to have incomplete representations of the visual fidd. 
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Investigators turned to other locallv measurJ.ble prop
erties of the cortex [() help divide it up into distinct 
areas. For example. Van Essen ;md his colleagues (cor 
review. see Van Essen. 1')8';) have argued. on the hasis 
of contrasts in responsiveness to color and direction 
of mmion. that the complementary lower and upper 
visual field representations in V3 and VP were in fact 
different areas, each containing a representation of 
only one \'isual quadrant. 

We propose that visual lield sign (non-mirror·image 
vs mirror·image) is another useful locally deli ned 
propercy of a visual an:a (alongside architectonic. con· 
nectional, and physiological criteria) that can be used 
to divide up the visual cortex into different regions. 
Thus. just as an area can be defined by a spatiallv con
tiguous region of cortex containing an abundance of 
motion·sensitive neurons or a pattern of dense mve· 
lination. it can also be defined as a contiguous region 
of the cortex with a certain visual field sign. There 
may. of course. be reasons to uistinguish auioilllng 
regions of the cortex that han: the same visual field 
sIgn. just as we might distinguish areas that share the 
similar patterns of myelination or similar cellular re
sponse properties. if there are other criteria on which 
those subareas differ sharply. 

It may well bt: enlightening to reanalyze .~everal of 
tht: mort:: compit:te publisht:d retinowpic mapping 
cases in primates and cats mt:ntioned prt:viously using 
quantitatively derived visual lield sign maps. The pro
cedure has recentlv bt:en used to analyze the results 
of retinotopic mapping experiments on visual areas in 
the California ground squirrel (Sereno et al.. 1')<) I); 
thert: is substamial agreemt:nt betwt:en the visual field 
~ign maps and a number of subtle btl( repeatable h.:a
tures \'isible in mvelin-stained lIat-mounts. 

ViSllal Field Sign Is llll'f.wiant to Receptive 
Field Coordinate Tra1lsfornwtiolls 
The delinition of visual lield sign (Fig. I I) as a relative 
l11e:1SlIre ensures thaI it i... invariant to the <lrkmation 
of a vbual area on the cortex. Some\vhat more ... lIbll\,. 
however. vbiual field sign is also invariant to trJ.nsfor
mations of the receptive lield coordinate s""!'item (since 
such trans[onnations affect the gf'J.dients lIsed to cal
culate visual field sign in the same way). TIlis m,lkes it 
pOSSible to use retinoropy to define cortical borders 
precisely without having to know the exaCt placement 
of the centt:r of gaze or the placement of the horizomal 
and vertical mt:ridians in thc \'l!>ual field. The \'ertical 
and i1oflzontal meridian!>. in particular. :lrc uiflicult to 
deline. "ince they have no corresponding rctinal land· 
mark and since the horder between many extrJ.striate 
areas appears to lie at some distam;e from the \'crtical 
or horilontal meridian (!>ee Gattass et al.. I <)1111), The 
onlY requirement tilr using this technique t... that rel,,

til'e pOSItion of all rect:ptive lields be known 

Implications of the Compte:..: Patter71 of 
Visual Field Sign . 
The boundaries between non·mlrror·image and mir
ror-image representations revealed in these studies are 
qUite intricate-much more so than is usuaU\' illus
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trated in :;ummary diagrams of cortical areas. \Ve 
would like to suggest that the complex pattt:rn of vi
...ual lield sign may retlect the acmal shape of visual 
areas in extr.tstriate cortex. At first glance. it would 
appear that existing data from other techniques such 
;IS anammical tracer studies. architectonics. and stud· 
ies of physiological properties argue against such com· 
plexitv. On closer examination. however. it is difficult 
to suppOrt this claim. 

Connectional studies can iII11strJ.te the target areas 
of a cortical region as well as 1;lminar details of inter· 
:!real connections. hllt the!>e studie:; invariablv sampit: 
tile connectivirv of only a small Ilumber of points in 
the multiple visual maps of anyone animal. making it 
difficult to draw firm conclusions about the overJ.1I 
"hape of the horders between areas. St:cond. architec
tonic:.: studies have the potential to give a more global. 
yet tine-grJ.ined picture of the cortex. Untilrttmately, 
most extra!>triate areas are not easily visible using cur
rent techniques tl)r !}taining the cortex. Even in a tlat
mount. it is very difficult to divide up the cortex dl;:' 
tinitiveiv beyond VI. V2. and .\IT on architectolllc 
bases alone. Certainly. it is oftt:n possible to lind subtle 
arcllirectonic reamres that correime with areal bound
aries determined Iw mapping. But it is very difficult 
to rule out the existenct: of sinuous areal bordt:rs us· 
il1!-1 onlv architectonic reatllres. Some recent anatomi· 
cal studies havt: actuallv independently suggested that 
~e\'erJ.1 extrJ.striate areas may have quite tortuous bor
uers (Kaas and :\-10 rei. 1<)93). Finally. physiologic:.:al 
properties are much more time consuming to exam
ine than retinmop\'. .-Ios a result. it is Very rJ.re that 
enough locations have been sampled to allow detini
tivl;: Matements ahout the 21) lilflll ()f areal boundaries 
'>11 till;: ba!'>ls of plwsiologicll response propernes 

Is Retinotopy ill E.'l:t1"(lstrif.lte Visual Cortex 
Retll~v CO,UhIlIOU.Oiil 
IIv interpolating the data t(lr rand tI onto a regular 
C!rHl. \\T .Ire implic:.:itlv making the as~ul11ption lhat 
Ilearlw points Oil the cortex repre!'><:11t nearby points 
Oil the visual field. This implies that individual cortical 
retinoropic maps are internally continuous mappings 
of portions of the hemiretina. But such an interpola. 
tion also implies that the houndaries IJelll'een areas 
are continuous-that is. that there are no true "incon
gruent" borders between areas (d. Allman and Kaas. 
19-'::;). We now feel that rhis i~ a reasonable assump· 
tion. \Vhl;:n recording from penetr;Hions perpendicu
lar to the cortical "urface. (Jlle otten "<:e,, Jumps III the 
location of the receptive lield as the electrode b 
moved to a nearby location. Howcvcr. whenever there 
has been time to record at an intermediate point. \....e 
have virwall\' alwavs t(H1nd an intermediate receptive 
held. "ore cOl1vincl!1glv. we have verv rarely ob~erved 
large ilimps 111 receptive field centers (a large jump 
being one tllat results in ,I compietdv nonoverlapping 
rect:ptlve fidJ) in thou::.ands of tangential penetrJ.· 
rions through extrJ.stnate areas. where we have almost 
invariablv mapped a new receptive lield evt:rv ~O-100 
lim of electrode trJ.vel. 

'Jote tllat the continuity of retlnoropy is perrectl\' 
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consistent with there being a mosaic of partial rep
resentations of the visual hemifield as well as the ex
istence discontinuities in the representation of the 
hemifield. The continuity of retinotopy only states that 
nearbv points in the cortex represent nearby points 
in the visual field. The converse is not implied-that 
is, nearby points in the visual field can be (and are) 
represented by widely separated points in the cortex. 
for example. the horizontal meridian representation 
in area V2 is split so that visual field locations just 
above and below the horizontal meridian are repre· 
sented qUite far from each orher in the cortex: but 
this is perfectly consistent with there being no dis
continUity in receptive field rand eas one moves the 
electrode across the horizontal meridian representa
tion of V2 into the adjoining areas. 

111is observation mav be a natural consequence of 
the ubiquity of local (albeit patchy) excitatory connec· 
tions in the cortex (lGsvarday and Eysel. 1992: Lund et 
al.. 1993) coupled with the tenden<.:y for nearby pomts 
in the visual field to be stimulated in a Similar wa\' by 
extended objects and tlow fields in the environment. 
In the context of a correlation-based synaptiC modifi
cation rule. both of these factors would favor a situation 
where nearby cortical regions represent nearby points 
in the visual field (see. e.g.. Unsker. 19H9: Zhang et al.. 
1993), That discontinuities are allowed with respect to 
the visual field but not with respect to the cortex may 
retlect the overall stronger enforcement of local cor· 
relations in the cortex (presumably the result of local 
connections) when compared to correlations between 
activity in nearby parts of the retina generated by look· 
ing at the visual world. 

Comparisons with the Somatosensory System 
It is intriguing to compare the patterns of receptotopv 
in the visual and somatosensory systems. There are a 
number of similarities but also an instructive differ· 
ence. In somatosensory cortex many nearby cortical 
locations do in fact represent nearby points on the 
sensory surface. However. in a number of instances. 
nearby cortical locations clearly represent disparate 
points on the sensory surface. in contrast to what we 
claimed was universallv the case in visual cortex. for 
example. there are often sharp discontinuities in so
matosensory cortex at the borders between different 
body parts: as one crosses from one digit representa· 
tion into the adjoining digit represenration. receptive 
fields suddenly jump to the next digit Without ;,In\, 
overlap (Merzemch et ai.. I,)-'H). Similar discontinui· 
ties appear at the boundary between the representa
tion of the arm and the face. This may retlect the reo 
duced tendenc" for continuity of stimulation in the 
somatosensorY svstem when compared to the \'isual 
-;ystem. TIle mechanical continuity of the reu:ptor ~lIr· 
face (skin) of one finger ensures much greater carre· 
lation between stimulation of nearbv parts of the tin
ger-upon grasping an object. ti>r example-than 
between parts ot two diJf<::rem I1ngers (Allard et ;,IL 
1991: Grajski and Merzenich. 1990). In the visual cortex, 
by contrast. nearby points in different regions of the 
retina are on a more equal tooting with respect to the 

chance of being stimulated in a correlated fashion by 
the visual world. The systematiC differences in coacti
\':Ition of different skin patches may more strongly in
tluence local circuit connections in the somatosensory 
cortex-tor example. by introducing discontinuities 
into the meshwork of eXCitatory local circuit connec
tions. 

Our visual field sign technique could be adapted to 
distinguishing cortical areas in the somatosensory sys
tem. There, we would distinguish body surface sign
that is, non·mirror-image versus mirror-image repre· 
sentation of the body surface. Since there is only local 
continuity of somatotopy, the interpolation process 
would have to be modified to permit somatotopic do· 
mains (e.g.. individual finger representations) to be 
smoothed independently. .-\ quantitative approach to 
this might begin bv first roughly estimating cortical 
gradients in both coordinates of body surface position 
using the shortest distance measured along the sur· 
face of the skin between receptive fields recorded at 
nearby cortical sites (somatosensory geodesics). Elon
gated discontinuities could be marked by "line pro
cesses" where cortical gradients went above a thresh· 
old (d. Koch et al., 1986). The two dimensions of 
somatotop" (parameterized within each domain) 
could then be interpolated within each domain, more 
accurate gradients recalculated. and finally local body 
surface sign determined by measuring the angle be· 
tween the gradient directions. 

Techniques for Flat-Mounted Tissue 
We and others have found that subtle tangential ar· 
chitectonic features are much better seen in tlat· 
mounted cortical tissue sectioned parallel to the cor· 
tical laminae. The physical tlattening process. however. 
subjects the tissue to small but unavoidable local 
warping. We could not aVOId addressing this tissue be· 
cause we needed to relate a penetration map taken 
from a photograph to the stained tlat-mounts. When 
there are only a few recording sites at or near marking 
lesions. it is an easy matter to locate them in a tlat· 
mount. This is not practical, however, with hundreds 
nr recording sites and a large tlat·mount. The deform· 
;,Ible template algorithm we presented allows us to 
warp the photographically derived penetr.ltion maps 
quantitativel~' to tit the tina I rlat-mounted location of 
;,I set of marker lesions in an automatic way. This tech
nique would also be useful rbr accuratelv mapping 
optical recording data ontO rlat·mounts. It \'\iould onlv 
be necessarv ttl make a ~et of marks visible in both 
the optical recording Images as well as the Hat·mounts 
(e.g., small lesions marked with ~mall ink spotS). 

Notes 
We [hank .\lark ()'Ddl and E,"el.vnn \!c<iuinness for hdp 
wHh t:xp.mmems. and .'I1iriam Rusch and Krisll Wilson tor 
animal care, 
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